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Overview

•We introduce a novel meta-learning approach which learns to
directly generate functional weights from training data for solving
few-shot learning problems.
•Current meta-learning approaches represent prior knowledge for
solving few-shot tasks as follows:
-A learned good initialization[1]
-A learned weight optimizer[2]
-A learned mapping function[3]
- others
•Our approach represents transferable prior knowledge as

-A learned conditional weight generator.
•Contributions:

-A meta learning algorithm that training meta-learner to generate weights for
base-learner based on few-shot training samples.

-A simple and effective meta-learner that encodes few-shot training tasks and
generates weights for base-learner.

•Advantages:
-Weights of base-learner are dynamically adapted to different unseen tasks.
-No further fine-tuning steps are necessary.

Training Procedure

Algorithm 1 The training algorithm of LGM-Net for N -way K-shot
problems.

Required: Meta training dataset Dmeta-train

Required: MetaNet M with parameters φ, TargetNet computational
structure T with parameter placeholder θ.
Randomly initialize φ
while not converged do
Sample a N -way K-shot task batch T batch from Dmeta-train

for all the task instances in a batch do
Divide a task instance as (Straini , Stesti ) = Ti
Sample a functional weights point θ̂ for TargetNet from M (Straini )
Assign generated weights θ̂ to TargetNet placeholder weights θ
Compute TargetNet test loss for this task on Stesti as LTi

end for
Compute batch loss LT batch = ∑

TiLTi
Update φ using ∇φLT batch

end while

•Few-shot classification task episodic training procedure.
• Intertask normalization is utilized to incorporate information across
tasks.

Approach

Our approach contains two key modules, namely, a TargetNet mod-
ule(the base-level learner) and a MetaNet module(the meta-level
learner).
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Figure 1:The architecture of our LGM-Net for few-shot learning on 5-way 1-shot
classification problems.

Components

•MetaNet Module
-The task context encoder encodes all the training samples of a few-shot
learning task and generate a task context feature.

µi, σi = 1
NK

N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

gφe(xn,ki ), (1)
ci ∼ q(ci|Straini ) = N

µi, diag(σi2)
, (2)

-The weight generator is trained to generate functional weights for TargetNet
conditioned on the task context feature.

θli = glφw(ci), (3)

The weight normalization is applied to contrain the generated weight scale for
faciliating the training.

θli,j ←
θli,j
||θli,j||2

, (4)

•TargetNet Module
-We use matching networks[3] as the computing structure of TargetNet for
few-shot classification problems. The weights of TargetNet are generated by
MetaNet conditioned on training samples.

•Embedding Module
-For high dimension data, we use an learnable embedding network to get low
dimension embeddings as inputs for TargetNet and MetaNet.

Synthetic Results
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Figure 2:The decision boundaries of TargetNet with different neural weights on four
synthetic datasets.

miniImageNet Results

Method 5w1s 5w5s 20w1s
Matching networks [3] 43.56±0.84% 55.31±0.73% 17.31±0.22%
Meta-LSTM [2] 43.44±0.77% 60.60±0.71% 16.70±0.23%
MAML [1] 48.70±1.84% 63.11±0.92% 16.49±0.58%
LEO[4] 61.76±0.08% 77.59± 0.12% -
LGM-Net(Ours) 69.13±0.35% 71.18±0.68% 26.14±0.34%
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